Testing Center

The University of Texas at Dallas Testing Center offers a 300-seat computer lab, providing UT Dallas students access to a comfortable and secure testing environment for online/paper exams, quizzes, instructional testing and assessments. The Testing Center adheres to the guidelines set forth by the National College Testing Association (NCTA), and ONLY administers the following exams:

- Institutional Exams for current UT Dallas Students
- Distance Learning Exams for current UT Dallas Students
- TSI Assessment for current UT Dallas Students

2021 Spring Testing

Due to safety concerns over the COVID-19 pandemic, the UT Dallas Testing Center is closed for the 2021 Spring semester. No exams will be scheduled or administered at the Testing Center throughout the Spring semester. Faculty may use a variety of assessment strategies that do not include online proctoring. When the nature of the course or instruction makes online proctoring a necessity, faculty may choose the option to utilize Honorlock to ensure the academic integrity of your test. Honorlock is an internet-based test proctoring tool that allows students to test online without coming to campus, from a remote location. Honorlock is being offered at no cost to UTD faculty and students.

Honorlock

Honorlock is an online remote proctoring tool that allows you to take your exam remotely.

https://ets.utdallas.edu/testing-center/makepdf
**Student Guidelines**
The Testing Center is closed for the Spring 2021 semester. NO exams will be administered throughout the entire Spring semester. Please refer to [Honorlock Guidelines](https://ets.utdallas.edu/testing-center/makepdf) for testing options.

**Special Accommodations**
Students seeking special accommodations for testing are encouraged to register with the [Office of Student Accommodations (OSA)](https://ets.utdallas.edu/testing-center/makepdf) prior to testing. Please visit the OSA website for more information about accommodation services.

**Distance Learning**
UTD students can now take exams online from a remote location through Honorlock.

**Faculty Resources & Guidelines**
Learn more about the Testing Center's exam administration process.

**TSI Assessment 2.0 (TSIA2)**
The Testing Center administers the Texas Success Initiative TSI Assessment 2.0 (TSIA2) for UT Dallas students.

**ALEKS MATH Assessment**
UT Dallas uses the ALEKS Assessment to optimize the placement of all students in
their first math course.

**Address:**
3020 Waterview Parkway
SP2 First Floor, Suite 11.175
Richardson, TX 75080
Tel: 972-883-5498
Email: infotestingcenter@utdallas.edu
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